Life is a mixture of sunshine and rain
laughter and pleasure, teardrops and pain
All days can’t be bright but it’s certainly true
There was never a cloud the sun did not shine through.

Such is the staunch belief which kindles in the heart of every Vashishtian and ignites and inspires them to aspire for tougher and more challenging missions. Each member of the House puts in his heart and soul in every endeavour that paves the way to success which seems to be more tangible and real, close and achievable. Their verve and vigour was well reflected in the field of co-curricular activities where the house bagged second position in English Debate and first position in Hindi Debate. The house claimed second position in the English Poem Recitation Competition held for class VI, VII & VIII. The Mathematicians of the House proved their worth by securing third position in the Maths Quiz. The young actors of the House brought more glory by achieving first position in Inter-House Science Drama Competition where Rudresh Batra of class XI was adjudged as the best actor.

Vashishthians further sparkled in the arena of sports and games where the House teams bagged first position in Badminton and Junior Hockey (Boys). The footballers of the House clinched third position in Inter-House Football Competition. In Inter-House Basketball Competition, the house secured third position.

Vashishthians left the inprints of their creativity and talent in Inter-House Art Competitions. Amisha Periwal of class XI-D and Reecha of XII B stood second and third respectively in Portait Making and Still Life Study Competitions. The House secured second position in Junior Group and third position in senior group. In Creative Writing Competition the house bagged second position.
The culinary skills of the Vashishthians made them walk away with first prize in the Cookery Competition where they impressed the judges with their fine cuisine and spectacular presentation. Vashishthians displayed their zeal and zest in Inter-House Dance Competition where the house secured second position whereas stupendous performance by Kanika and Jamir of X-A and Neelika of XII-B enabled them to clinch second position in Duet and Solo performances respectively.

Each Vashishthian knows and believes firmly that there are no shortcuts to success. Their accomplishments do not beguile them rather fuel them to work harder, to reach higher and to achieve more. They are determined to march forward constantly overcoming all obstacles and hurdles till they reach the zenith.